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In this issue of The lALL Journal we are
pleased to bring to you a sample of some of
the work that has been done by our colleagues in the Language Laboratory Association of Japan (LLA).

As some of you may know, IALL jointly
sponsored with the LLA their first international conference entitled ''Foreign Language and Technology" (FLEAT) in Tokyo,
Japan, in August of 1981. Celebrating 100
years of foreign language instruction in
Japan, and the 20th anniversary of the
founding ofLLA, the conference drew over
700 participants from 12 different countries.
(See The NALLD Journal, Vol. 16, No. 3/4
(Spring/Summer 1982) for a complete report on the FLEAT conference.)
As a result of that meeting, both IALL
and LLA agreed to work more closely in
promoting the effective use of technology in
foreign language instruction. Part of that
agreement also included the express intent
to exchange more freely articles published
in our two respective journals. To our
knowledge, little exchange has taken place
during the recent past.
In Summer of 1992 another international
conference is planned for Japan. In order to
give IALL members an opportunity to know
more about our LLA colleagues, we have
chosen to reprint here three articles from
Language Laboratory, Volume 26 (1989).
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The first is by Yoshinobu Niwa, president of the Language Laboratory Association of Japan, and his colleague Kiyoshi Aoi
of Chubu University. They report the results of a preliminary study into the effectiveness of computer assisted instruction in
teaching English. Of particular interest for
some of us is how they used the SONY
LLC5500 analyzer in their study.
The second is by three professors
(Yasuyuo Edasawa, Osamu Takeuchi, and
KazukoNishizaki) at the Doshisha Women's
Junior College. They attempt to analyze
more empirically the effectiveness of films
in listening comprehension practice.
The final article is also on the use of
English movies, by Masakasu Someya of
the Oita National College of Technology.
What strikes us as we read these articles
is the intense commitment our Japanese
colleagues seem to have in further understanding the relationship between technology and effective language learning. They
write in English (their foreign language), and
in spite of the Japanese flavor of their prose,
their ideas are often very insightful and
come through very clearly.
We hope you enjoy these articles. Further, we hope our IALL members will be
stimulated to conduct research of their own
that we can publish and share with our LLA
colleagues.
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athelstan
for videos, software, and books on
technology and language learning
Teaching Languages with Computers
Edited by Martha Pennington
Provides an excellent up-to-date overview of CALL
research and practice. Includes chapters on the
application of technology to the four language skills.
1989 title. $12.50 paper, ISBN: 094075312X
$23.95 hard, ISBN: 0940753111.
CALL: Papers and Reports
Edited by Mary-Louise Craven, Roberta Sinyor, and
Dana Paramskas
1990 title consisting of 40 papers on a variety of topics:
authoring systems, hypertext, parsing, videodisc,
writing. $14.95 ISBN: 0940753014.
To Athelstan: P.O. Box 8025-1, La Jolla, CA 92038-8025

(619) 689-1757

Please send me the following books. I understand that if I am not fully satisfied, I can return
any book for a full refund.
Shipping and handling (U.S.): $1.50, 50~ per additional book; outside the U.S., $4.00, 75~ per
additional book. For airmail, triple the surface rate. We accept purchase orders from
institutions. Add $3.00 processing if the invoice address differs from the shipping address.
I would like:
() a sponsoring subscription ($10 per volume) to the quarterly Newsletter on
Technology and Language Learning delivered by first class mail.
() a free Newsletter subscription sent via bulk mail (I am an educator in the U.S.)
( ) more information about your videos, software and books.
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